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Abstract-Let G be a subgraph of the Cartesian product Hamming graph (Kp)r with n vertices. 
Then the number of edges of G is at most (1/2)(p - 1) log, n, with equality holding if and only G is 
isomorphic to (Kp)s for some s 5 r. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A well-known problem in graph theory is that of characterizing subgraphs of the r-cube (Kz)‘. 
Progress on this problem was made by DjokoviE [I] and Garey and Graham [2], and more recently 
by Wilkeit [3]. F or a brief review, see the introduction to [4]. 
We now obtain an upper bound on the number of edges in a subgraph of a Hamming graph 
(Kp)T, the bound depending on the number of vertices in the subgraph. For the case p = 2, this 
bound was previously obtained by Chung et al. [5, Lemma 4.11 independently and by a different 
method. Our method uses elementary multivariable calculus. 
Having a number of edges less than or equal to this upper bound is a necessary condition for 
a graph to be a subgraph of (Kp)?, and this observation is a modest step toward characterizing 
such subgraphs. 
Recall that the Cartesian product Gr x . . . x G, of graphs Gr , . . . , G, with Gi = (Vi, Ei) has 
a vertex set equal to the Cartesian product of the Vis with an edge between two vertices if and 
only if they differ in exactly one factor Gi and have an edge in that factor. As usual, KP denotes 
the complete graph on p vertices, (KP)’ is KP x . . . x KP (T- factors), and (KP)O is the trivial 
graph with one vertex. The vertex set and edge set of a graph G are denoted by V(G) and E(G) 
and the cardinality of a set 5’ by IS]. An induced subgmph of G is a subgraph H such that all 
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edges of G joining vertices of H are edges of H. 
2. RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 6, denote the set of all induced subgraphs of (Kp)’ having n vertices. Then 
the average number of edges in a graph belonging to G, is 
1 r(p - l)n(n - 1) 
5 pr-1 * 
PROOF. Using the degree theorem [6, Theorem 2.1, p. 141, we can obtain an expression for the 
number of edges in all such graphs. Reversing the order of summation permits us to determine 
the number of graphs in which a given vertex has fixed degree. Each vertex in (K,)’ can be 
adjacent to at most r(p - 1) others and cannot be adjacent to the remaining pr - 1 - r(p - 1) 
vertices. Binomial coefficients ( y ) can be used to accomplish the counting of edges. Thus, 
c WWI = c (c degd4) 
GEG,, G&o vEG 
= degG b-d 
n-1 
= pT c a ({G : G E A, degG(V) = u}I 
a=0 
min(r(p-l),n-1) 
T 
=P c 
pT - 1 - T(p - 1) 
a=max(O,n-pl‘+r(p-l)) 
a (r(pol)) ( n-1-a ) 
min(r(p-l),n-1) 
=P 
T 
c T(P - 1) 
r(p - 1) - 1 
a=max(l,n-pl‘+r(p-1)) 
U-l )( 
pT - 1 - r(p - 1) 
17, - 2 - (a - 1) 
min(r(p-1)-l,n-2) 
= pYr(p - 1) c 
r(p - 1) - 1 pr - 1 - ?-(p - 1) 
b=max(O,n-p”‘+r(p-1)-l) 
b n-2-b 
?-(p-1)-1+ppr-l-r(p-1) 
n-2 
= pTr(p - 1) 
(p’ - 2)! 
(p’ - n)!(n - 2)! ’ 
Dividing both sides of this expression by 21&l = 2( t ) an simplifying, we obtain the desired d 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges that is a subgraph of ( Kp)l‘, where 
p 2 2. Then 2m 5 (p - l)n log, n. Furthermore, equality holds if and only if G is isomorphic to 
a Hamming graph (Kp)S with 0 5 s 5 r. 
PROOF. The argument proceeds by induction on r. The case T = 0 is trivial, but it is instructive 
to examine the case r = 1. Then G is a subgraph of Kp, p > n 2 1, and p 2 2. The function 
given by 
@-1) a:>0 “#l 
lnz’ ’ ’ 
1, 2 = 1, 
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(n - 1) 5 (p - I)$$ = (p - 1) log, 12, (1) 
with equality holding if and only if n = 1 or p. Thus, 
mL 
n 0 2 5 f (p - 1)n log, n, 
with both equalities holding if and only if G is isomorphic to (Kp)O or Kp. 
Suppose now that T 1 2 and that the result holds for subgraphs of (Kp)‘-‘. Let V(K,) = 
(0, 1, . . . ,p - 1). Then a vertex in (K,)’ is an r-tuple (zr,~,. . . ,x,.), with zj E V(K,) for 
each j. Given a subgraph G of (K,)‘, for i = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1, let Gi be the subgraph of G induced 
by those vertices of G for which 2,. = i. Each Gi is isomorphic to a subgraph of (I<r,)r-l. For 
indices i and j with i # j, let Ei,j denote the set of edges of G with one vertex in Gi and the 
other in Gj. Then, with ni = IV(Gi)l and rn.i = IE(Gi)j, 
n= c ni, 
m=&mi+xlEl,jl. 
(2) 
i i<j 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that no 5 n1 I . . . < np--l. Thus, for 0 5 i < j 5 p- 1, 
we have IEi,j I 5 ni. Applying the inductive hypothesis to (2), we obtain 
m5: C(p-l)nilOg,ni+~7Li(p-1-ii). 
?li>O i=O 
(3) 
Note that equality holds in (3) if and only if 
(i) each nonempty Gi is a Hamming graph (Kp)“* with 0 5 si 5 T - 1, and 
(ii) if i < j and (21 , 22, . . . ,x,.-l,i) is a vertex of Gi, 
then (zr,22, . . . , cz+- 1, j) is a vertex of Gj and there is an 
To establish the bound stated in Proposition 2, it suffices 
edge between these two vertices in G. 
to show that 
P-1 
C I& log, ni + C212i p-l-i nlog, n 5 0. 
ni>O i=o 
p-l - (4 
ForO<i<p-l,letXi=ni/n. ThenCiXi=landOIXoIX1<...IXp_l. Multiplying(4) 
by (lnp)/n, we obtain 
C XilnXi +2lnpC Xi 
Xi>0 
1;; ( “,‘Ti) 50. 
Consider the function f defined on positive real numbers X0, Xl,. . . , A,_1 by 
P-1 
f(Xo,h,... ,X,-l) = C&In& +2lnpCXi 
i=O 
‘I: (“p’;i>. 
Then, with bij as usual denoting Kronecker’s delta, 
(5) 
a.f 
- = l+ln&+2lnp (pSl;i) 
t3Xi 
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and 
Since the Hessian is positive definite, f is a convex function. Since f extends continuously to the 
closed first orthant of RP, its maximum on any convex compact subset of this space occurs at an 
extreme point of the subset. Thus, on the compact set 
f attains its maximum value at one of the extreme points (0,. . . ,O, l), (0,. . . ,O, l/2,1/2), . . . , 
(l/P,. . . , l/p). But at the point (0,. . . ,O, l/j,. . . , l/j) whose last j coordinates are nonzero 
(I Ij IP), 
f 0 )...) 0;; )...) ;) 
(6) 
by inequality (1). Thus, f is nonpositive on all of C, inequality (5) is satisfied, and the bound 
stated in Proposition 2 holds. 
If G g (Kp), with 0 < s < r, then n = ps, m = spsP1 ’ ( 2 ), and equality holds in Proposition 2. 
Conversely, suppose that equality holds in Proposition 2. Then inequalities (3) and (6) both 
reduce to equalities. Equality in (6) occurs only at the points (0,. . . , 0,l) and (l/p,. . , l/p), and 
at no interior point of the line segment joining them since f takes the negative value 
i (ln(E$2) + ln’pp+l) -1Il4) 
at the midpoint of this segment. For the point (0,. . ,O, l), Go,. . . , Gp_z are all empty, and 
G,-1 = G. In this case, (3) becomes an equality only if G g (Kp)s, with 0 2 s 5 T - 1. For the 
point (l/p,. . . , l/p), each Gi has the same number of vertices. Then equality holds in (3) only if 
(i) each Gi g (Kp)‘! with 0 2 SO = si = . + = sp_ 1 < T - 1, and 
(ii) for each vertex in Gi, there is a corresponding vertex in G, (1 5 i < j 5 p - 1) that differs 
only in the last coordinate position, and the edge joining these vertices is present in G. 
This occurs only if G Z (Kp)““+l, where 1 5 SO + 1 5 T. I 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges that is a subgraph of Kp, x 
Kpz x ... x Kpr. x (K,)‘, where 1 5 pi < p, 1 5 i I k. Then 2m 5 (p - l)nlog, n. Furthermore, 
equality holds if and only if G is isomorphic to a Hamming graph (Kp)s with 0 < s < I-. 
PROOF. Since K,, x Kpz x . .. x Kpb x (KP)’ is a subgraph of (Kp)“+‘, the inequality follows 
from Proposition 2, and equality occurs only if G g (Kp)s with s 5 k + T. To complete the 
proof, it suffices to show that s 5 r in this case. We may assume without loss of generality that 
each pi 2 2, SO that p > 3. Observe that each edge of G 2 (Kp)’ lies in exactly p - 2 triangles 
of G. Hence, no edge joins two vertices that differ in one of the first k coordinates (because the 
ith coordinate can only assume pi < p distinct values). Since G is connected, it follows that all 
vertices of G have the same first k coordinates. Hence, G is isomorphic to a subgraph of (Kp)r, 
and s < r by Proposition 2. I 
3. REMARKS 
REMARK 1. Propositions 2 and 3 raise the issue of how (II,)” can be embedded as a subgraph 
in (Kp)T for T > s. The most general such embedding is the canonical one taking (~1,. . . , cc,) 
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to (X1)...) Ic,,o )...) 0) followed by any isomorphism of (I(p)‘. The isomorphisms of (I(,)’ are 
compositions of independent permutations within each component and a permutation of the 
components. 
REMARK 2. Satisfying the inequality in Propositions 2 or 3 does not guarantee that a graph G 
lies in the corresponding Hamming graph. For example, the complete bipartite graph K2,3 is not 
isomorphic to any subgraph of (Kz)~ for any T, even though 2m = 12 < (3 - 1)n log, n = 10 log, 5. 
REMARK 3. Comparing Propositions 1 and 2, we find that ~(p - l)n(n - l)/(pr - 1) 5 (p - l)n 
log, n, and that equality holds only if n is 1 or pr. The average number of edges in graphs 
belonging to G, can equal the maximum number of edges for such graphs only when S, has 
exactly one member (up to isomorphism). 
REMARK 4. Completely decomposable graphs are graphs having the property that any subgraph 
can be disconnected by the removal of edges with no more than one edge being removed at 
any vertex. Any subgraph of the r-cube (Kz)’ is completely decomposable: take the smallest 
s-cube containing the graph, and cut the edges joining opposite faces to disconnect the graph. 
Let wp(j) be the sum of the digits in the base p expansion of the nonnegative integer j, and 
let W,(k) = CT=, w,(j). Graham [7] showed that any completely decomposable graph with 
n vertices and m edges has m 2 Wz (n - 1). Graham’s result is the best possible in the sense that 
for any n, there exists a subgraph of (I(2)’ for some T havin g n vertices and Wz(n - 1) edges. 
Indeed, we may generalize to the p-ary case as follows: if we write out the base p expansions of the 
integers 0, 1, . . . , n - 1 as strings of length T = [log,(n - 1)1, where [ 1 is the ceiling function, the 
associated r-tuples are the vertices of an induced subgraph of (K,)’ having W,(n - 1) edges. By 
Proposition 2, W,(n - 1) 5 (1/2)(p - 1) n 1 og, n, with equality holding if and only if n = pr. It is 
likely that the use of W, and p-ary counterparts of completely decomposable graphs (graphs that 
can be disconnected by removing at most p - 1 edges through any vertex) will yield refinements 
and extensions of Propositions 2 and 3. 
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